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GUARDINI 

Gold Elegance, timeless elegance  
in golden tones of bronze and champagne. 

 
For all lovers of timeless elegance that goes beyond fashion, Guardini has created a line that 

is always in vogue, that does not follow fashion trends, but sets them! The range of golden 

colours with its bronze-coloured exterior and champagne-coloured interior, is the epitome 

of elegance ...Gold Elegance is its name and it combines elegance with the great quality of 

materials that makes it possible to bake in the oven sweet and savoury dishes without any 

risk, for excellent cooking and unmoulding. 
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In the context of a process of brand innovation and communication that we have started a 

few months ago, the first novelty in this line, which focuses more on design than on 

functional innovation, is the Gold Elegance line: a collection of traditional baking moulds 

that offer high performance in terms of non-stick properties and resistance to wear and 

abrasion, characterised by colours in golden shades, which have recently become very 

fashionable both in Italy and in many other European countries. 

 

 
The Gold Elegance line will have a medium-high positioning, because it is provided with a 
high quality non-stick coating and with an elegant aspect, like its "twin" Silver Elegance, 
which has been distributed on the Italian market for some years now. 
 
In fact, the moulds in the range are made of non-stick coated steel, free of BPA, PFOA and 
heavy metals. The top quality coating withstands temperatures up to 230°C and provides 
excellent resistance to scratches and wear. 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

TECHNICAL DATA: 

• Material: Hi-Top steel with non-stick coating 

• Outer colour: bronze 

• Inner colour: champagne 

• Features: high quality non-stick coating, easy to wash and wear resistant 

• Where to buy it: in the online shop at www.guardini.com, in large distribution, in 
specialized shops. 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Follow us on the social media to receive our updates, news on our products and enter 
Guardini’s world. 

 
For more details, visit www.guardini.com  

or send us an email at : ufficiostampa@guardini.com  
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